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From the 2006 Whitney Biennial to the University of
Minnesota’s Collaborative Arts Initiative to this on-line periodical,
journals, museums and universities are trumpeting collaborative
arts. An outgrowth of interests in interdisciplinarity, multimedia
and interactivity, collaboration among artists is seen as a way to
conserve resources, spur innovation, gather audiences. As a
cultural historian, who writes about the interconnections among

media, image, gender and narrative, and a multimedia artist of
sound-based responsive installations, we have collaborated over
many years in venues as diverse as New York’s 1972 Avant-Garde
Festival (in the galley of what is now the South Street Seaport
Museum), The Kitchen and Frank Gehry’s aluminum-clad
Weisman Museum. But this essay is not another venture into the
ideas or practices involved in creating collaborative work by those
who make the piece. Instead, together we briefly investigate the
long history of the many forms of collaborating with an audience,
examining the dimensions of audience engagement that move a
work from responsive to interactive to collaborative before and
since the advent of electronic interface. We also conceive this
essay as collaboration with others who as performers, musicians,
composers, filmmakers, sculptors and writers have struggled to
define and create collaborative environments, and so we
incorporate their words into our text.
The question of audience collaboration—which is bound up
with ceding control from self to others—is a fraught subject that
anyone who teaches or engages an audience in dialogue through
language, sound, gesture or image encounters. Yet it has seldom

been theorized or historicized. Can a work, and by implication an
artist, ever make the leap to collaborating with those who engage
it, those sometimes casual, occasionally intense, members of the
public who confront the work? Co-authoring this essay, we have
directly confronted the dynamics of collaboration—working
together to find common threads, meld divergent voices, and
pursue incongruent ideas. We talked this through as any
conscientious and conscious collaboration requires. Collaborating
with an audience, however, means working together with a
spontaneously-generated group randomly assembled and perhaps
unaware of the work they must perform.
Obviously, every work of art assumes an audience,
hopefully one that enters actively into the work; but in work that is
interactive and site specific, audiences are essential to the fruition
of the piece. In a way, the artist passes control even while inviting
the audience to share in a dialogue, which, in a large piece, extends
to include multiple participants acting simultaneously. This
cacophony of voices, sensibilities, and movements, threatens to
disintegrate the piece into anarchy or chaos; but the process holds
the promise of contributing to an enactment of pure democracy and

collective action as participants learn to work together with each
other and with the parameters of the installation. This suggests that
the public has a certain power to produce images, sounds, and
ultimately meanings, perhaps beyond any originally conceived by
the artist. Why would an artist open herself up to this kind of
public manipulation with unintended results in the first place?
Ceding control of a piece to others can be risky; it mangles
improvisation in potentially uncomfortable ways, especially in a
formal theater setting.

Breaking the Fourth Wall: Part 1: Music
Laurie Anderson views her work as
a collaboration with the people I
work with, collaborating with the
actors, and finally collaborating with
the audience. It’s amazing how much
that changes things. Like the first
night at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music, and most people were donors,

and you say something that is, well,
funny, and somebody was laughing
in the audience, and two other people
said, “Shh, be quiet!" Like it was
supposed to be sacrosanct. It was
odd. It’s really so much more fun
when people, and when the audience
goes, "I'll go along with that." I see
and hear life as a grand
improvisation - I stay open to the
world of possibilities for interplay in
the quantum field with self and
others - community - society - the
world - the universe and beyond.
(Anderson)
The factors that make a work collaborative—truly
collaborative, as opposed to exhibiting gimmicks that artificially
trigger results appearing to be interactive—require that the public
intimately engage the work. This assumes a deep level of trust by
the artist in her work and in her audience whose engagement varies

from cursory surveillance to immersion in the space and time of an
installation or event. All time-based media hold the promise of
interaction by calling on a commitment from their audience. The
dream of immediate interactivity and the profound connection to a
work opens it in precarious ways, however. Some composers and
performers have suggested that an interactive, not to mention a
collaborative, piece enables its audience, people untrained in music
theory or performance, to improvise in a formal setting,
undermining the methods of practicing musicians. Potentially, this
should be seen as a plus not a danger. However, some musicians
and actors are leery of live feedback altering their works’
intentions.
During the 1960s, Happenings and other spontaneous
events staged art as praxis, an event calling on the live dynamics of
presence. In reaction to the commodification of the art object and
complicity of the art world in systems of exploitation, performance
art put the artist’s body into direct contact with her audience and
radically shifted how art could be perceived and who might see it.
These extreme reactions against the institutions of art—galleries,
museums, concert halls—also called forth new, outsider

audiences. However, even as composer John Cage deconstructed
musical scores applying chance operation and working through
unplanned juxtaposition, he was skeptical of full audience
participation. Despite joining with other artists in events with
dancers and other visual artists, he, nevertheless, felt audiences
were untrustworthy and problematic because their initial response
within performance often revealed their most simplistic and
egotistic social behaviors.
For many years, I think probably
beginning in the fifties and in the
sixties, people were always talking
about audience participation and I
wasn't interested. Because what
interests me in a piece of music was
the presence of discipline which
enables us to get beyond our likes
and dislikes into an experience with
which we are unfamiliar and which
opens doors for us. And if you ask
the audience who has simply come

and either paid for their tickets or
gotten in free to suddenly do
something, it's like asking them to
fall back on their most superficial
habits. However, I kept giving it
thought and it finally struck me when
I was at the University of California
in Davis that one thing that everyone
in the audience knew how to do was
play records. So I thought to provide
them with a situation in which there
would be lots of records and lots of
turntables and we could hear them all
at once rather than just one at a time.
(Cage)
But even as Cage ceded these multiple turntables to his
audience, they all played records. Nobody then, when LPs were
the predominant form of recorded music, thought to really use the
materials and scratch them. Openness runs counter to traditional
Western musical and theater training. But it is the foundation of

African musical forms. Composer George Lewis imagines
improvisation with his interactive computer programs and other
musicians as
a shared communicative
environment, where within that
environment certain codes are
recognised, transmitted and
accepted. [...] For cultural and
philosophical reasons, I don't go with
the Cageian ideas about uniqueness
and spontaneity, the 'unexpected' as a
paramount value. I don't think that
pure spontaneity is really that
desirable or interesting. I think we
need a mix of predictability and
unpredictability. But also, in terms of
my own music, I'm interested in will
and volition and personality. […] At
least you want a dialogue; nobody
can have a lock on the definition of

spontaneity. […] Any kind of
reflective and investigative and
introspective thinking about
improvised music, whether done
with the computer or not, is putting
us among a community of people
thinking about the mind, about
meaning and understanding. Since I
know that improvisers have a lot to
say about these things, my current
campaign is to get the voice of the
improviser out there more, since
we've already heard from the others.
(Casserley)
Breaking the Fourth Wall: Part 2: Theater
Cage's mistrust of the audience's abilities as improvisers, as
those who either showboat or ham it up, on the one hand, or
demure and shrink from dynamic participation, on the other, is
echoed by playwrights and improvisational actors. Performers

Dario Fo and Franca Rame gauge the character of the audience,
watching as people move through the theatrical space, interact with
each other and fit into their seats, to determine how best to work
them. However, the audience itself can turn the tables redesigning
the performance to suit its preconceptions.
[F]or an author, actor or director, the
audience represents the litmus test,
the proof, the quality control as well
as the possibility of valuable
assistance. Never descend to playing
to the gallery, however, because
often the audience will turn out to be
a disaster. Not all audiences
participate with delight, and in many
cases they can be passive and
doltish. It can happen that the
audience before you is not in the
slightest open to innovation, and that
what you have in the stalls is a mass
of reactionaries. An audience is

frequently given to adulation or is
blinkered in its adoration. It can
often come to the theatre foolishly
preconditioned or brimful of
prejudice and all too often accepts
bizarre styles or has it [sic] own
fixed ideas which it can be difficult
to dislodge with one performance.
Audiences, even if made up of
different individuals, often fuse into
one and impose their rhythms on
you. (Fo, 114)
Alternatively, the Living Theater demanded audience
participation to under gird a political project that forced people out
of their complacency into a new uncomfortable space. This
discomfort pushed audience members to collaborate in their
theatrical performance, rather than remain as spectators of it. A
resistant audience member was an essential part of the show's
effects because people were forced to confront their inhibitions,
and display themselves openly in public. These intransigent others

have, at times, suggested that an interactive work borders on the
"fascist," because the nature of the work might leave it open to any
audience member’s whim and persistence within its space and
time, and thus asserting full control of the piece. This domination
might undermine the collective/ensemble intention of the artist.
We, The Living Theatre, were
accused of falling into fascism
because what we did was looked on
as the disruption of the democratic
process, as not exercising emotional
constraint, as using physical
violence—throwing a woman’s coat
across a room, tearing it from her
back! A woman! Eyeglasses!
Pocketbook! Private possessions! I
battered my way with sound thru the
wall between us, I railed against
property, I cried out my despair,
despair that we could ever touch or
love each other, or even adequately

communicate. (Beck #89)
How does an audience become comfortable with a
new form of intimate communication? And what
really is its gain?

Sound Art as Public Art
Installation art can move from studio to
exhibition space without the artist directly
encountering an audience, here “adequately
communicating” in the way Beck wishes it, is
potentially even more attenuated. The artist risks
disappearing altogether as the audience appropriates
the work. An interactive piece is akin to having
someone enter the intimate space of your house,
rather than the public zone of a museum. In a
hands-on, close-up exploration of objects and place
people need to feel as if they were invited to
engage. The work needs to look unfinished as it
opens out and invites in. The invitation to enter

opens a space for improvisation and collectivity and
democracy. These potentially dynamic changes of
scale and sound and space occur when a group of
minds work together sensing possibilities in
themselves and others. As in nature, mutation and
evolution make for complexity and serendipity.
This is more important than total artistic control.
Collaboration asks both artist and audience to
decompose a work’s parts and understand how each
element is composed. This is achieved through
various devices and effects: repetition;
commitment; surrender; composition and timing.
Sound and space—decomposing and
recomposing—especially when the sounds are
purely electronic, invite processing, feedback,
response.
In the electronic dinner pieces I/Liz Phillips held, the
audience would interact while engaged in the ritualized activity of
eating a meal together. The familiarity of the actions and sounds
gave way to new accidental sounds that caught the diners’

attention. Then this close listening contributed to new sounds
through new gestures. In this context, George Lewis notes, "The
tradition, at least in African-American music, was really not
centred [sic] round making sounds for their own sake. There is
always an instrumentality connected with sounds; you make
sounds for pedagogical purposes, to embody history or to tell
stories, and so on. When the computer possibilities came along I
tried to maintain that same sensibility, so I still think the interesting
thing about computer music is focusing on the process of musical
creation as done by humans" (Casserley). Electronic music
environments do not need to be abstract; as responsive systems,
they too rely on, even produce, concrete embodiment.
Feminist art practices have, since the 1970s, called into
question the location and power structures patrolling what art is,
where it can be shown, and who can produce it. Composer Pauline
Olivieros successfully draws out her audience before each
performance by eliciting vocalizations and breathings as a
collective project of "deep listening" to solidify an ensemble of the
audience that often expands to include the musicians and dancers
on stage. For Olivieros, deep listening, as composed in “sonic

Meditations,” is a ritualized communal event charging the space
with a new sonic resonance, “a collective music” (Olivieros 1998).
What is collaboration? For me
collaboration is joining or combining
forces with another or others in
interactions to produce work - a
collaboration is a community of
effort - preferably an equality of
effort. Listening to one another in
mutual respect is central to
collaboration. Differences in the
resources of collaborators are
essential to the product. (Olivieros,
quantum listening)
Obviously, Olivieros's performances occur as
performances, even when they are open workshops
for various community groups. Others have directly
engaged with various communities—such as
women's groups or peace activists.

Public Art: Collaborating with the Landscape
Public art projects are of necessity concerned with cultivating
audiences as participants through community development. Since
1996, the Urban Institute has studied community arts projects
noting how “cultural involvement” by artists in a range of projects
can lead to “community-building efforts” through “a continuum of
cultural opportunities over which an individual’s participation
could shift among many roles and span different levels of
expertise—from creator to spectator, from critic to
teacher[…]some participants, such as community artists, also acted
as facilitators, forging links between neighborhood-based artmaking and other kinds of civic engagement,” including
community organizing (Jackson). George Lewis’s Interactive
Information Kiosk for the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant
(2004) proposed to “redefine the nature and function of the
information kiosk” that allowed visitors to “experience” rather than
“retrieve” information; “create information rather than navigate
among prefabricated choices”; and “encourage direct physical

contact…”(Lewis). The kiosk mediates the man-made and natural
worlds using ambient sounds, smells and sights encountered by
anyone approaching the sewage facility, turning an eyesore into a
place for public gathering and exchange
Helene Aylon, for example, developed her reclamation
project of women's identities through her collective painting
events. More recently, she has actively worked with women's
peace groups in Israel/Palestine to "get their hands dirty" repairing
the borderlands along the occupied territories and thus compelling
the questions: Whose land is it? Whose hand is in it? Her pieces
bring women together sharing a job of digging and pouring a new
foundation for communal effort. Since 1982, her on-going Earth
Ambulance and the Bridge of Knots project travels throughout the
American nation to reclaim devastated nuclear test sites and other
environmentally degraded locations. She connects women on the
road to those residents of communities to literally heal the wounds
wrought by the destructive cultures of war and capitalism.

Mierle Laderman Ukeles The Social Mirror

Mierle Laderman Ukeles’s continuing projects with
garbage as an unpaid artist-in-residence at New York’s Department
of Sanitation uses the materials of sanitation workers—the trucks
themselves, for instance, in The Social Mirror (1983) [Fig. 1]—to
reestablish the essential labor that makes city life possible by
working directly with sanitation truckers and others within the
urban community to clean up the streets. Her focus moves from
the found artifacts of trash collecting and bricolage to the social
and economic actions of its removal and storage. The city streets
not only provide objects that might be incorporated into a piece or

performance; they are the source for the municipal landfills—like
Fresh Kills—which Ukeles likens to massive, accessible, public
earthworks formed by decades of city dwellers discarding the
objects of their lost desires.

Histories of Public Art: On the Street
The city has always been a forum for public art. There is a
long history of medieval street performers rambling through public
squares, relying on the dilletanti to recreate and mock scenes of
daily life, while entertaining through song, juggling, mime and
recitation. Dario Fo refers to the Italian giullare whose solo mime
performances were improvised with song and gesture from
memory, but which responded to those surrounding the scene.
These carnivalesque performances transgressed rigid social and
economic divisions because the public square, as a marketplace,
brought out buyers and sellers, hawkers and servants, together.
Commerce gave way to art as the streets became performance
spaces; and as contracts and account books served as the earliest
source of records of these scripts (84).

The spectator himself stands on the
stage; the auditorium is
simultaneously the scenery on the
stage. Stage and auditorium,
aesthetic and empirical reality, come
into direct contact and form one
continuous world: the principle of
frontality has been completely
abolished, the aim of artistic
representation is the absolute
illusion. The onlooker no longer
stands over against the work of art
like the inhabitant of another world;
he has been drawn into the sphere of
the representation himself [sic], and
this identification of the
surroundings of the scene
represented with the medium in
which the onlooker is himself first
produces the complete illusion of

space. (Hauser, 264)
1960s Happenings reinvented this tradition of performance,
by connecting the idea of “putting your body on the line” against
the Vietnam War and racial injustice to a new form of performance
in the visual arts. Allan Kaprow linked people in different
locations to create an art event using the telephone, for instance.
As a form of spontaneous public resistance to authority, Portapaks
(the first video camera and deck combination), used by Raindance
and Videofreeks and Antfarm, dispersed television from its
centralized domination by broadcasters through technology that
allowed direct community and public access to this new media
previously limited to major broadcasters. Video's capacity to
instantly record and playback facilitated a sense of community
control and immediacy lacking in broadcast television news
programs. One no longer needed large sums of money and a studio
to produce "movies" or TV; the journal Radical Software
documented the many community projects using Portapak
technology and provided hands-on manuals for insurgent
videographers. Low wattage pirate radio stations transmit from
beneath bridges in New York, and transmit local news to residents

within housing project buildings. While the immediate feedback
capacity of these technologies may ensure interactivity, this is not
necessarily the same as collaborating with the audience.
Computer Interactivity: Screens, Robots, Networks
Since the advent of personal computers and videogames
from Pakman on, the assumption of interactivity is that the
creator/producer offers a limited number of choices to the "player"
who then builds new identities, new plots, new stories from the
available material. Thus choice occurs within limited, albeit often
complex, parameters. Grahame Weinbren, a filmmaker, uses this
technology to create installations that respond in sophisticated
ways to the audience, using its knowledge of Western iconography
and storytelling traditions, through screen-based interactivity. In
his 1986 collaboration with Roberta Friedman, The Erl King, three
strands of German romanticism—Goethe’s Erl Koenig, Shubert’s
Leider and Freud’s case study “From the History of Infantile
Neurosis”—intertwine as the audience reassigns segments, images,
and passages from each mode of story to create an ensemble of
obsessive riffing, structured around the return to the death of the

father.
“Sonata [1999, Figure 2] conceives a
cinema that is genuinely interactive a storytelling cinema that changes
with each viewer and each viewing
without ever sacrificing the stories or
the sense of story-flow. Sonata
consists of narratives from classical
sources - the Apocrypha, Tolstoy,
Freud - that run into one another as
the viewer points at the screen.
Furthermore, each individual story is
itself structured in an interactive
grammar, so that as we move
through the interconnected story
spaces, we seem to create the fictions
we are exploring.” (Weinbren)
His work anticipated the methods of websurfing and now develops
from the possibilities offered by Hypertext, interactive DVDs and
even websites such as Wikipedia. All of which depend on audience

familiarity with instructions and protocols.
Weinbren’s screen-based work relies on human activation
of the machine as a text and image generating system. In recent
ongoing projects of Lynn Hershman Leeson, voice recognition and
synthesis, the technology of robotics, allow entrée into the fantasy
life of a female surrogate to explore the essential voyeurism of the
audience, especially in its relationship to women. As Hershman
Leeson describes it:
Artificial life, genetics,
nanotechnology, robotics, age
retardation and the growing
obsolescence of death have
enormous social and moral
implications. My sense is that newly
formed digital identities will be
autonomous and unpredictable, with
minds of their own, just like the best
of us corporeal beings. Our task is to
make friends with them. The

political as well as psychic stakes of
what they represent and how they
relate to who we are, are urgent,
compelling, and inescapable.” (di
Nicolò)
But are friends the same as collaborators? After all, some people,
and perhaps some machines, also invidiously sellout and
collaborate with the enemy.
The rise of electronic consumer products influences how
audiences now participate in digital art works. People are full of
assumptions and expectations from using computers at home or at
work. These habits can interfere with a work’s interactivity as
gestures and approaches involved in using cell phones, PCs and
video games or instance are limited by the mouse, the keyboard
and the joystick. Now BlackBerries, iPODs, MP3 players enable
mass dissemination of immediate, but low resolution, information.
However, open source code, GPS systems, wireless technology
and collective ownership of digital archives create new contexts
for collaborative digital art. Artists can function as facilitators for
global and grassroots communities. Turns (2000) by Margot

Lovejoy, an “ongoing, generative website” and installation, invites
anyone to reveal her private memories about a life-turning point in
order to catalogue individual experience into a collective digital
archive. The Walker Arts Center in Minneapolis, commissions and
buys on-line digital art for Gallery 9,
a site for project-driven exploration,
through digitally-based media, of all
things "cyber." This includes artist
commissions, interface experiments,
exhibitions, community discussion, a
study collection, hyperessays,
filtered links, lectures and other
guerilla raids into real space, and
collaborations with other entities
(both internal and external). (Dietz)
Ars Electronica in Linz, Austria, recognizing the significance of
open source code, awarded Linus Thorwalds, inventor of Linux,
the Golden Nica prize in 1999, further blurring the line between
software design as a collective process and interactive art as a
collaborative one. Models of collaboration occur in music making

and in science laboratories. The question is: can these practices of
conscious collective creation expand to include an on-line
audience.

Digital Interactivity as Mirror or Carrier
The proliferation of digital arts makes it impossible to track
a history of the first and last web-based collaboration. All we can
do is engage in a dialogue about the many ways artists filter
material, set parameters, morph material, create reiterative and
fractal systems. For instance, George Lewis thinks of
computer music in an animistic way.
[...] The discourse of computer music
is really shot through with prosthetic
conceptions. I'm not dealing on a
prosthetic basis. So when people talk
about instruments as 'controllers', the
language of mastery and power, or
where a musical instrument becomes
just a kind of 'user interface', I start
to get a little nervous. That's not

animistic enough for me; I've got to
have an incarnative conception. In
the case of 'Voyager' you're dealing
with a kind of 'emotional
transduction.' […] What people are
playing are carriers for another
signal; the sounds we hear aren't the
main thing. (Casserley)
In part, this “transduction” implies audiences now assume
that everything is supposed to be “activated” and offer endless
surprises. Moreover, the consumerist expectations of an audience
challenge the collaborative process. The interactive space risks
becoming simply a mirror; still, looking into its reflection to find
oneself can draw in the spectators to become participants. But
when the audience expects instant response, asks the piece for
self-affirmation, the effect closes down what the piece means to
open up. Collaborative art asks for surrender and must elicit
recognition, building from reflection. That moment of self-regard
should then develop into more complex correspondences.
Otherwise, the piece can veer toward superficiality and rely on

what we call a “supermarket door process of interactivity”: I
walked up to it and it opened. I have power. Self-surveillance is
the most insidious form of the many tracking devices within
contemporary urban life.

Seen David Rokeby

Architectural Interactivity: Spaces, Bodies, Sound
For his 2002 Venice Architectural Biennale installation,
Seen [Figure 3], commissioned for “Next Memory City” at the
Canadian Pavilion, interactive artist David Rokeby uses
surveillance cameras and his own computer programs placed in the
public space of Piazza San Marco to capture the movements and
gestures of passersby, including birds and the detritus of a sinking
city. Then he projects these time-delayed landscapes and the trails

and tracks.
The interface defines a sort of
landscape, creating valleys into
which users tend to gather, like
rainwater falling on a watershed.
Other areas are separated by
forbidding mountain ranges, and are
much less travel led [sic]. […] But
accepting responsibility is at the
heart of interactivity. Responsibility
means, literally, the ability to
respond. (Rokeby)
Yet some audience members are simply embarrassed by
their response: Why should I participate? I just want to watch.
Others enter the piece and cannot experience it, but instead MUST
know how it works. What one hopes for in a collaborative
installation is that some of those who enter its space intuitively
grasp it, want to analyze it through their senses, and find out how
its proportions work—how space and time perform together as a
composition requiring presence—the body’s presence as an

actor—in that time, that space. This is the essence of an
invitational, as opposed to an assaultive, collaboration. Many of
my/Liz Phillips’s pieces appear natural and unfinished; despite
relying on digital technology, the sounds are not just switched on
or off. They follow you in one direction and fade in another at
their own pace, in their own time; they leave traces and memories
of events in both time and space, fusing computer and human
interactivity with nature. Using fields radiated from sculptural
forms, an intimate relationship of distance or proximity develops
among audience members, sound or light, and the objects within
the space. My/Liz Phillips’s work engages nature, and the ambient
sounds found inside and outside urban and rural places, spatial
form and human scale.
With the advent of the personal computer, the internet,
websites, blogs, telepresence, surveillance, hyperlinks, etc.,
potentially collaborative work can now occur from home to a
global network of unimagined participants. When the audience is
not visible to itself and its virtual dispersion is immense
appropriations run rampant. The issue of control and responsibility
is only exacerbated: who owns the materials? Who made the work?

For whom? Is it even a collaboration? Collaboration assumes an
identity and a relationship—collaboration—at least two people
working together, co-laboring. A collaborative engagement
between artist and audience fluctuates as a barometer, gives
feedback, and heightens a sense of one’s own aesthetics. The artist
must be open to communication about what works and what
doesn’t work, but still must maintain a baseline of aesthetic
sensibilities. These involve retrieval (of traditional ideas about
ordinary movements) and extraction (of the lineaments of gesture
or sound that relates to the earliest dance and song forms distilled
from the physical efforts of work). Interactivity is at once familiar
and strange, inviting and alienating, and must constantly balance
and recalibrate these oscillating relationships. This is achieved
often through recognizable patterns that build knowledge and
memory.

Echo-Location: Queens Liz Phillips

My/Liz Phillips’s pieces, such as Koi (1998), Windspun
(1981), Echo-Location: Queens (2005) [Figure 4], or TV Dinner
(1971), work toward a smooth, rather than nervous, extension of
the body in space, often referred to as elastic space. An electronic
structure resonant with its environment, as an interactive and
collaborative space, adds people to its program knowing the
limitations of movement. Still, surprises occur. No one can control
or predict all variables; and one wants both the complex patterns of
wind, fish, or water, and the myriad feedback from fish and people

as they respond.
I originally began my work in this
area because I loved multiple layers
of sound—conversation, different
languages simultaneously responding
and reacting to events in different
ways. As I carved stone I believed
there was some way to get the
audience closer to the experience,
seeing the raw rock and the smooth
figure carved inside with out the
hammer and chisel. I was interested
in negative and positive space, the
scale of the audience, their place in
space, near and far to the object they
were viewing as they moved around
it. I hoped that multiple people
listening and moving in space filled
with motion sensors shifting sounds
would create calls and responses far

beyond what a single person could
do at one time.
At my/Liz Phillips’s electronic banquet held at the 1971
Avant-garde Art Festival in the New York Armory, Yoko Ono
recalled making a dinner set with contact microphones amplifying
her guests eating around the table fifteen years before. The history
of responsive sound spaces goes back further, however, hundreds
of years. Sculptor Kinji Akagawa pointed me/Phillips to the
“nightingale floors” of Nijo, an imperial palace built in 1603 near
Kyoto, Japan, that was designed to create bird calls when humans
walked along the tuned floor planks to alert the Shogun to
intruders: early surveillance as well as sound architecture—
beautiful, responsive, deadly. Anybody entering the palace might
be an enemy; an audience with the ruler was restricted. Because
the floorboards were designed for protection, a responsive sound
might lead to death. Participating was risky. Right now, in
February 2006, some artist must be making an artwork
illuminating George Bush’s illegal wiretaps of Americans’ endless
cell phone calls, e-mail exchanges and website visits, including
this one.
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